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Wedding day makeup never looked so excellent or was very easy to accomplish when done
by a bride who provides learned the skills to do flawless wedding day makeup on herself. Your
desire to truly have a gorgeous you on your wedding day starts with getting self-confidence in
your makeup application skills and understanding what’s truly important with regards to the
presentation of your bridal make-up. With so many makeup application options how can you
achieve the right look for you? Bridal make-up is as special as you are and no two brides are
alike, each bride-to-be has a eyesight for her big day and each bride-to-be deserves to look
exactly as she has dreamed of since she was just a little girl. The main element to bridal
makeup achievement will require practicing what you learn, finding out how to apply makeup,
using the right equipment, and gaining the data about quality make-up and which colors best
suit you. With the DIY Wedding Makeup guidebook you will be able to achieve flawless
makeup on your most special time. The great thing about makeup will there be are no rules,
make-up is a creative procedure that encourages the person applying the make-up to be as
unique and unique because they choose or as structured as is essential, but when it comes to
bridal makeup there are a few guidelines to follow.
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Four Stars Good A Bride's present to the Groom-to-be I received this publication as a gift and
I'd like to share my thoughts. The book isn't just about makeup and the 10 actions in applying
a flawless appear on your day of the wedding ceremony it includes: a timeline to
recommended to assist the bride with reducing her stress level as your day of the wedding
approaches, to covering wedding up-dos and bridal fingernails. The authors have assisted
women in detailing how to prepare a woman's canvas for the application of make-up which is
essential within 6 months prior to the date of the marriage. This reserve is beautifully created in
apparent and concise language for also the novice to understand the methods in applying
flawless make-up. The photos are stunning as may be the ladies depicted in the reserve. I know
she will truely enjoy the helpful hints Purchased this book for my upcoming daughter in law.! . .
kiddos well done! Keisha is an amazing professional photographer who I have had the chance
to work with during the past, but see her focus on on the net and as an author is amazing. This
is great not only for brides, however the beauty tips can be used for years to come.! I enjoyed
everything concerning this book and I've had the chance to share it with several bridal
consultants and friends. Toni is an amazing instructor with therefore much patience and
knowledge. Thank you very much to the authors . Toni and Keisha do an amazing job with the
layout, makeup and picture taking. Maggie Carlson The guide to get rid of all guides! Quite
simple to understand!! This was such an excellent way to help my soon to be daughter in law
achieve tge look she wanted on her behalf wedding day! Amazing! The directions were easy
to grasp on her behalf and tge illustrations produced her look so easy to achieve! I'm not
ready to say I really do but if i were and had no idea the place to start with my makeup, this
might be my go to guide! The info is so useful and easy to check out.! Oh, and the photos are
simply stunning. Would make an excellent shower present or you just may wish to get a copy for
yourself too. Highly recommended. I must have makeup reserve you will not be disappointed I
bought this reserve for my wife and she certainly loved it very easy to learn and follow the
directions. This was such an excellent way to help my soon to be daughter in ...! This is such a
wonderful and beautiful book. I recommend this book for anybody. Las Vegas Wedding I
purchased this book for my Aunt who had a destination wedding in Las Vegas! This is great
not just for brides, however the beauty tips may be used for years to come. The different looks
are spectacular and the photography added makes that one I will often refer to. She do her
own makeup and wedding images were fabulous! This publication is interesting, instructional
and a publication to be offered to your sisters and daughters because they plan the most
crucial day of their lives. I understand she will truely enjoy the helpful hints. Five Stars Great
publication! Keep rocking ladies!
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